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Programme background and context 

London Debating Mental Health is a brand new initiative that is empowering young people who have 

used mental health services to speak out about the mental health issues that matter to them.  Our first 

project, a collaboration between London & South East CYP IAPT Learning Collaborative, South West 

London and St. George’s  NHS  Mental Health Trust, the English-Speaking Union and the Anna Freud 

National Centre for Children and Families and Facebook UK supported young people who had used 

mental health services to learn key debate skills, so that they could raise their voices and tell mental 

health decision and policy makers what is important to them. 

The programme was developed as a result of conversations with young people about how services can 

best gain their feedback.  Currently, within mental health services in the UK, there is a real movement 

towards involving young people more fully in the delivery of mental health services and engaging them 

in giving feedback to improve services.  However, there is often little support for young people to      

develop the skills they feel they need to do this effectively.  Young people felt that they would benefit 

from learning skills to support: public speaking;  organisation and research.    

Over 60 young people across seven mental health services in London took part in the first phase of the 

training programme (November 2016-May 2017).  Once they had received the full round of training, 

young people came together at Facebook’s UKHQ to debate Mental Health motions that they had    

voted for: Celebrities have a responsibility to talk about their own mental health; Young people who use 

mental health services should be able to elect representatives to advise government on mental health 

policy and; Living in an online world means that there are more pressures than ever on young people’s 

mental health.  All young people debated at least once during the day, with the two highest scoring 

teams taking part in the final, which was won by Merton Hawks. 

This report summarises the key points made by young people in those debates and includes feedback 

on their experiences.  It also highlights further opportunities our young people have been involved in 

and plans for the coming year. We hope you will use it to inform future work and engagement with 

young people around mental health issues and we encourage you to use it to support you to engage 

fully with young people when making decisions about them and their mental health. 

 

Young people at the Debating Mental Health Final 

Photo © Ayath Ullah 
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‘Celebrities have a responsibility to talk about their own 

mental health’ 

 

Proposition: Anna Freud 1 and United 

States of Richmond 

 Celebrities talking about mental 

health will help to reduce stigma – 

Time to change study 40% of  people 

know someone that have a mental 

illness. Acknowledging  mental 

health when in a privileged celebrity 

status with many followers will help 

to normalise it. 

 Celebrities can help educate on all 

aspects of mental health and be 

good role models through their      

experience – if the illusion of         

perfection is removed, this will       

resonate deeply with fans and allow 

them to feel less alone and          

confident to speak up about how 

they feel.  Everyone is equal. 

 Examples of celebrities that have 

spoken up about mental health:   

Stephen Fry, Catherine Zeta, Lady 

Gaga and Demi Lovato. Due to their 

celebrity status, they have the power 

to engage a wide number of people.  

 

Floor debate. The motion was put out to the audience to challenge the teams. 

For the proposition: we have seen examples where celebs have behaved in a way that suggest their 

struggling but haven’t actually come out and say anything. This has caused a backlash on social media. 

Would this put them off talking about MH issues if they are scared of the response they might get?    

Response not recorded. 

For the opposition: Celebrities already have an image that they have set up for themselves. How will 

talking about mental health affect their image and strip them of their confidence? Response:  It might 

not be the right time so pushing someone to disclose this information might make the celeb feel that 

they have ruined their image.  

 

Opposition: Hillingdon Harrow and Mind 

the Gap  

 Celebrities are not necessarily good 

role models. Do we want to encourage 

young people to look up to them? 

 Celebrities may be able to help break 

idea of perfect but should be able to 

have barriers. Talking about a MH  

issue might be disingenuous and    

another way of grabbing people’s    

attention – this could bring negative 

press to MH. 

 Social media can be very nasty and  

actually promote mental ill health. 

 Talking about mental health is good 

but we want to hear family, friends 

and neighbours talk about mental 

health, not celebrities. We cannot   

relate to   celebrities – we will never 

have the  privileges they have.  

 Responsibility is defined as obligation 

or duty.  This takes away the choice 

that is so fundamental to any mental 

health difficulty.  
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‘Young people who use mental health services should elect 

representatives to advise government on  mental health 

policy’ 

 

Proposition: Sutton and Straight Outta 

Barnet 

 Every young person should vote on 

a rep, under 35. They should meet 

monthly so they can advise on     

relevant policy and visit parliament. 

This would give young people     

valuable insight into how political 

systems work and instil a sense of 

responsibility. 

 People who create policies are    

going by book, not real life. Young 

people could provide an authentic 

view of what’s happening and   

identify what matters and where 

funding should go.  

 Having a YP rep would help to     

reduce stigma around mental health 

– want to give YP the chance to 

show that they are capable of 

things.  

 Voting for representatives would  

ensure that mental health policy      

advisors have direct experience of  

mental health problems. 

 

 

Opposition: Anna Freud 2 and Merton 

Hawks 

 Experience is important: adults 

have relevant training and life    

experience. They are therefore 

more likely to have a bigger impact 

due to their experience.  

 Young people have already been 

involved, engaged with the       

government and policy makers but 

still have not been listened to. 

Voices are being heard through 

other interactions such as youth 

councils so that we do not need to 

elect  someone specifically for this. 

 The responsibility may be too 

much. Mental health is a very  

complicated issue. Could be very 

overwhelming for young people to 

have this responsibility. We need 

to consider what happens if      

government does not deliver? 

Young people may feel that they 

have let down others; this may be 

additional stress on top of already 

dealing with own mental health  

problems and pressures. 

Floor debate. The motion was put out to the audience to challenge the teams. 

Question to both sides: the country is big. There are lots of people in many places that need to 

be represented? How would that work? 

Proposition: not everyone will have voices heard but having a rep will help at least. 

Opposition: Utilise young parliaments – send out surveys and other ways of getting opinions. Don’t 

need to waste resources etc. when other things are   effective. Already lots of things in place to get 

young people’s opinions across.  Use these. 
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Final Debate: ‘Living in an online world means there are 

increasing pressures on young people’s mental health’ 

 

Proposition: Merton Hawks 

 The online world creates more     

insecurity for YP and more pressure 

as they feel more targeted, e.g.   

unnecessary insecurities from being 

constantly judged. 

 Internet has created a visual culture 

obsessed with looks and wealth. 

Looking at likes and comments from 

peers leads to constant comparison. 

Leads to low self-esteem.  

 YP are targeted and bullied online. 

 Mental ill health is on the increase. 

E.g. Childline stats – more       

counselling requests coming 

through. 

 Life online puts severe pressure on 

young people through  bullying. For 

example, RiceGun Vlogger caused 

another Youtuber to experience   

depression due to comments made 

about her.  

 

Opposition: Hillingdon Harrow  

 Pressure is defined as expectation to 

be or do something – this can cause 

anxiety. Online support groups are a 

great resource – they do not create 

pressure they help alleviate it.  

 Positive quotes used on sites such as 

Pinterest make us feel good and    

motivate. 

 Online therapists – provide support 

and help reduce waiting times.  

 Group chat can help to spread   

awareness of things like Mindfulness 

and share experiences. 

 Youtube is changing its policies so 

that all accounts that made videos 

‘roasting’ individuals – direct attacks 

on individuals – are removed.  

 On Instagram, there are certain 

hashtags that are used to depict self-

harm. If you report this issue to       

Instagram, they will contact the      

person asking if they need help or 

support.  

Floor debate. The motion was put out to the audience to challenge the teams. 

For the proposition: Would any of this debate about online censorship create free speech           

implications? 

Response: People won’t censor as they want to keep up to date. You can’t just pick and choose. 

Clickbait things are mostly negative, positive are minimal. 

For the opposition:  Some hashtags are code to disguise self-harm, so people may come across 

things by accident. What then?                                                                                                     

Response:  People use code to disguise their self-harm posts. Organisations should flag              

inappropriate/unrelated tags. The main reason YP post about self-harm – they are too afraid to 

talk about it in the real world so seek shelter online. Other factors are involved in the rise of     

reported mental health concerns, not just social media. 
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How ‘Debating Mental Health’ has helped me with autism:  

A young person’s experience. 

Article by Holly, who trained and competed with the Sutton team. 

I’m Holly and I am 14 years old. So far so normal. Wrong. I have a condition called autism which 

makes me see the world quite differently. I am not blind, I just find social situations quite difficult 

and find it hard to see what people mean when they chat. Over the past five months, I have 

been part of a programme called Debating Mental Health which has helped me in lots of ways.  

 

Before my first session I had very low self esteem and didn’t feel confident speaking up for    

myself. I was anxious about going along as I thought that everyone there would be cleverer and 

better communicators than me. But as soon as I got there I realised I was wrong. I felt that I 

could be myself and I wasn’t going to be judged. And there were lots of other people who were 

just like me and who I now count as friends. This is a big deal for me as I find it really hard to 

make friends because I don’t really know how to have a conversation and I feel really awkward 

around people my age. 

 

I’ve also learnt a lot. Debating involves a format where you structure the topics you want to talk 

about. This has helped me a lot at school as I find essays very hard to write. I normally answer 

a question in a few sentences and struggle to think of what else to say. Learning how to debate 

has shown me how to structure arguments and this has helped me in a lot of my subjects at 

school as my exam questions have a similar format. 

 

One of my favourite things is the game where you choose a side on a certain topic and walk to 

opposite sides of the room depending on where you ‘stand’. You then have to explain why you 

chose this position. You can talk for hours on end about the topic and really get into it! 

 

I feel much more confident in myself as I now see that I don’t have to keep quiet about my    

opinion on things I can say whatever I like and it won’t be silly or stupid because in debating 

there is no right or a wrong answer. You have no reason to feel bad about what you say.  
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Even though I find it hard to talk to people on an individual level, I can talk to an audience much 

more easily as I don’t have to make eye contact or understand when I’m supposed to speak. l 

go to a mainstream school with an autism unit and I give regular talks about autism to year 

groups and teachers so they can better understand who we are.  

 

I have found the course very helpful in improving the format of my talks and helping me to 

speak as engagingly as possible. I also try and incorporate comedy and try and relate to the au-

dience. For a younger audience, I will talk in less detail with more visual props, for an older au-

dience I talk about how autism affects me and how they can help me. I loved getting the ap-

plause at the end of my first talk, the teachers said it was very impressive and they couldn’t 

have done it and it was a defining moment in my life. 

 

Debating has opened up the opportunity to see what people really think about mental health 

and not just what a doctor or psychologist says. It’s good to know that I’m not alone and that 

other people are in the same situation and it’s OK to talk about it. I now feel I can be myself and 

that’s OK because at the end of the day it is OK to be different. 

 

I would like to thank the Facebook & the ESU for picking up on the topic of mental health as it is 

a very important topic and I am glad that they have recognised this. I would also like to thank 

CAMHS in South London as without them I wouldn’t be the bright bubbly amazing person you 

see before you today ! 

 

To anyone with a mental health issue, stay strong you are what you are and you don’t need to 

change for the world,  well I wouldn’t anyway.  

How ’Debating Mental Health has helped me with autism: a 

young person’s experience. 

Article by Holly, who trained and competed with the Sutton team. 

Continued. 

Holly at the Debating Mental Health 

Grand Final. Photo © The English-

Speaking Union. 
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Case Study: One young man’s experience of ‘Debating 

Mental health’ 

X is a young man who has Asperger’s Syndrome.   He joined the programme after it was      

recommended to him by his psychiatrist at CAMHS.  When he joined, he was a very shy young 

man and found speaking in front of others and making eye contact challenging.   

During the course of the programme the young man’s confidence grew significantly and he was 

able to speak confidently in class, as well as in front of  a large audience at the Debating    

Mental Health Grand Final, which he went on to win with his team mates.  We would like to 

share the young man’s own words and those of his father.  Feedback is unedited and in original 

words. 

 

“Taking part in the ESU debating 

course was an extraordinary           

experience.  By taking on this unique 

opportunity I’ve done things I didn’t 

imagine myself to be capable of     

doing and it has definitely taught me 

a lot of things about myself.  This 

course has given me the ability to 

see what I am capable of when I am 

taken out of my comfort zone. Being 

someone that is inherently shy and 

reluctant to talk I have had to make 

new friends, speak by myself in front 

of people and deliver clear speeches 

and every week I noticed these skills 

getting better; therefore one of the 

main highlights I have is the week on 

week improvement that I could see in 

myself.  Another obvious highlight 

was participating in and winning the 

debate final, the fact that I even     

participated in this is something I 

probably could never have imagined 

some months ago because speaking 

in front of people (particularly people 

I don’t know) is something I find very 

challenging. This process has been 

extremely positive for me and has 

given me essential skills that I can 

take with me through life and has   

inspired me to continue to put myself 

forward for these kind of activities; I 

honestly don’t have anything        

negative to say about it.” 

“ Debating Mental Health has given my 
son unique opportunity to come out from 
his comfort zone, as before speaking in 
front of people is very challenging for 
him so for me seeing him deliver clear 
speech that day was 

very high achievement. 

I will differently recommend this             
programme to any parent who has a child 

with mental health support needs. 

Debating Mental Health Grand Final  Photo © Laura Tyrrell 
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Comments and Feedback 

 

“Thanks so much for the programme. It's had a great positive impact on my wellbeing, 
and really given me an interest in debating, as well as a chance to socialise and gain 
confidence :) I'm sure we as young people will keep in touch far beyond this debating 

group; definitely don't stop here!”-  Young Person 

“Just wanted to give you some feedback. Re: A participant on the ‘Debating Mental 

Health’ programme and service-user at CAMHS: He is so positive about the experience 

of the debating. His school commented on how it’s giving him confidence to speak out.”-

Dr. Monica Aziz, Consultant Psychiatrist 

“Thanks for organising this project, it was great to see how the whole idea came to-

gether so successfully and how many young people are gaining a voice through doing 

it :)”- Parent 

“...well wow, what a big thank you needs to be sent your way.  You have so inspired all 

the girls and boys.  As mentioned, this has made such a big difference to [my           

daughter].  We’ve had some tough times in January but one positive thing has been your       

debating club. 

 

I’ll wait to see what happens in the future but thank you.  You’ve been quite amazing :)”-

Parent 

A full house at the Debating Mental Health Grand Final. Photo © Ayath Ullah 
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Next Steps-2018 

 Decision and policy makers! The young people who participated in the programme 

would love to come and talk to you about their experiences related to mental health:   

access to services; stigma; education etc.  We hope this document will start multiple, 

honest conversations between young people and decision and policy makers across 

London and the UK on a variety of mental health topics. 

 

 Young people! What opportunities would YOU like to see next? Is there a policy or    

decision maker you met at the ‘Grand Final’ at Facebook, who you would like to meet 

again?  Get in touch with your ideas and we’ll see how we can help! 

 

 The Debating Mental Health team would love to run this programme again, either within 

a similar geographic area, or replicated in a different region.  We are keen to explore   

opportunities to run similar programmes, as well as shorter workshop and training 

events. 

 

  Our programme Alumni are available to speak on panels and get involved in              

conferences and other events.  

 

 In 2018 we are already looking forward to delivering workshops and consultancy 

based training with some new partners, including MORR Rights, a ‘Youth Access’     

Project. 

 

 We are really excited to announce that the Summer 2018 Maudsley Debate will feature 

a young people-led panel, debating a mental health motion voted for by young people.  

We’d love to know what you’d like to hear them debate! 

 

 For information on any of the above (or other) opportunities, please contact Laura     

Tyrrell, Debating Mental Health Director, laura@debateable.co.uk  or 07772863613. 

 

 Please follow us on Twitter @DebatingMH and Facebook @DebatingMH 
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Programme Partners 

Debating Mental Health is a programme, led by Laura Tyrrell.  During 2016-2017 it was funded 

by the London and South East Children and Young People’s Improving Access to                

Psychological Therapies (CYP IAPT) Acceleration Fund and delivered and supported in   

grateful partnership with the following organisations:  

 

 


